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Civil Legal Services Fiscal Year 2019 Impact Report

Who we serve
100 low-income New Mexicans
facing a variety of legal issues (i.e.,
family,
housing,
employment)
received almost three hundred
hours on brief services (legal
advice and counseling) from SWLC
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low-income New Mexicans

800 low-income New Mexicans in
Las Cruces, Anthony, Farmington,
Gallup, and the Navajo Nation
received two hundred and twenty
hours of outreach and community
legal education from SWLC
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In 2019, the SWLC provided services to residents in the
purple counties.
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Our clients call with a wide variety of legal
issues. The most significant area of law we
provide advice and referrals for is family law.

C.A., a breastfeeding mother, was hired by a large pediatric clinic practice. The clinic hired her
knowing she would need to pump during her shifts and that a place for her to pump would need to
be arranged. The arrangements made for her to pump were not ideal: an empty exam room without
a lock on the door or covering for an interior window. C.A. was often interrupted while pumping by
employees barging into the exam room.
Shortly after being hired, C.A. was told there were complaints from her colleagues about the amount
of time she was taking to pump. C.A. was taking approximately 20 minutes, 2-3 times a day to pump.
C.A. was directed to improve “communicate” with her colleagues regarding her pumping. Shortly
after, C.A. was terminated from her position for “poor communication”.
C.A. was informed of her rights that the employer must provide a pumping employee with a private
space with a door that locks from the inside, window coverings for any windows and a sign on the
door to indicate that the room is presently occupied. An employee should be allowed to pump as
many times a day as necessary and use break and/or lunch periods whenever possible, however an
employer is not required to pay the employee for time spent pumping outside of regular
breaks/lunches. The SWLC advised C.A. to file a complaint with the Human Rights Bureau (“HRB”)
related to her wrongful termination.

